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A. APPENDIX A 

GENETIC ALGORITHMS: FURTHER DETAILS  

A.1 Synthesis of Evolutionary Computation 

Scholars, at the end of 1980s and beginning of 1990s, started meeting irregularly 

at some conferences to deliver and present their researches and communicate ideas. 

Such conferences may be mentioned as an example of that, but not limited to, are the 

International Conference on Genetic Algorithms (ICGA) [103] and Parallel Problem 

Solving from Nature (PPSN) [218]. These two conferences were established in 1985 

and 1990 correspondingly as biannual conferences. Though, the IEEE Conference on 

Evolutionary Computation (ICEC) was started in 1994 as an annual one. However, at 

the end of 1999s, the two conferences ICGA and ICEC were combined with GP and EP 

conferences respectively generating the annual GECCO [26] and CEC [1] conferences. 

The term of Evolutionary Computation was intended at the begging of PPSN 

conference to include all EA research dialects. In addition, the term Evolutionary 

Algorithm was used as the generic form of the group of algorithms. The following 

definition gives an example of them main processes in the Evolutionary Algorithm. This 

formulation can be fit on the general Evolutionary Algorithms which have not been 

integrated with other algorithms. 

Evolutionary Algorithm: 

1. INITIALIZE population with random candidate solutions. 

2. EVALUATE each candidate. 

3. REPEAT UNTIL TERMINATION CONDITION: 

a. SELECT parent candidates. (Reproductive selection) 

b. RECOMBINE AND/OR MUTATE parent candidates into child 

candidates. 

c. EVALUATE child candidates. 

d. SELECT candidates for next generation. (Survival selection) 
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A.2 Population Size 

In literature there are also lots of empirical works on population sizing. Arabas 

and his co-researcher [12] introduced �Ge ne tic A lgo rit hm wit h V ari able P op ulati on S iz e 

(G AV aP S)� which considers the si ze of population as an obvious pa rame ter through 

adding a g e a n d highest level of lif et im e attribute for each individual in any given 

population. By that and upon the individual�s birth, the maximum level of lifetimes is 

assigned to it depending on its newborn fitness, although the age set to zero at birth. The 

individual�s age is increased by one for each generation, and when individual�s age 

reaches its limit of predefined level of lifetime it is marked as expired and then removed 

from the current population. However, this mechanism works towards making 

population size recognizable with dynamic adjusting and not just a parameter, as well as 

it makes survivor selection strategy unnecessary. In contrast of that, Bäck et al. [21] 

introduced �The Adaptive Population size Genetic Algorithm (APGA)� which uses a 

steady-state GA. The APGA works in order to maintain the best individual�s lifetime 

invariable through processing time when population individuals become older. 

Har ik and L ob o [113] and L ob o [87, 152] pointed a �par am ete r-l es s G A (P  L G  A)� 

w  h  i   c   h simultaneously develops a list o f different sizes of populations. In this instance, 

PLGA allow more function evaluations for smaller populations than the bigger ones, for 

example, population (Pi) is evolved and create generations f ou r times m ore t ha n the 

po pulat ion (Pi+1). Ho we ve r, the algorithm will drop any smaller population once it 

converges. Costa et al [44] introduced �Ran dom Varia tion of the Po pulati on Siz e GA 

(R V P S)�. Through this algorithm, they compared GAs with fixed and varying 

population sizes, for a given N they aimed to make population size varied every N 

fi tness evalua tions. They found out, the GA�s performance with changeable population 

size, in the worst case, is doing the same effort of the simple GA, regarding less the 

population size is changed randomly throughout the process.  

Hinterding, et al. [121] illustrated an adaptive GA technique. They mainly used 

three groups of populations along with different population size each. The idea behind 

this technique was to make the size of these populations to be adapted at regular periods 

(epochs) on the b as is of the c urr ent s ta te of th e sea rch, leading algorithm to make the 

pe rfor ma nce of the g rou p in the maximum with the mi d-m ost s iz e. However, fitness 

diversity was used for this algorithm as criterion to varying the population sizes. 

 Schlierkamp-Voosen and Mühlenbein [213] work used a compe tition sche me 

bet ween su b-pop ulations. They aimed to modify all sub populations� size along with 
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changing the size of total population. There is a quality and gain criteria attached to 

each group, which control the change�s level in the size of groups. However, the 

algorithm mechanism was built on the way to allow only the size of the fittest group to 

increase. Another empirical study based on Goldberg�s research [91] was introduced by 

Robert Smith [227] which uses a dynamic mechanism to adapt the size of population 

under controlling of the selection error�s probability. He concluded that by 

automatically adapting population size, Genetic Algorithms could control their search 

process and would effectively adjust and contract to control variations in problem 

complexity and in available computational resources. 

 

A.3 Selec tion Op erato rs 

Unlike linear ranking selection, the exponential ranking selection schema [169] 

assigns probabilities of the ranked individuals through exponential weighting. 

Parameter c is used as the base of the exponent in which  of the selection 

method. Thus, the probability of the each individual can be illustrated as follow: 

 

 

 

The sum ��
normalizes the probabilities to make sure that

�
  

 

Tournament selection as it was stated by Bäck [14] and Blickle [29], may be 

considered as the second most well-known reproductive selection strategy. A group of 

size �  of individuals from the population are randomly chosen. These 

individuals according to their fitness are dynamically ranked and then the top two 

chosen as pare nts for the n ex t g enerat io n individuals which latter will participate within 

the genetic operations like mutation and crossover. This process will be repeated until 

producing new p opu lati on of the next generation. 

Boltzmann schemes is an important selection technique in EA as it has theoretical 

properties which help in theoretical analysis, it�s derived from Simulated Annealing 

(SA) [144]. SA is employing such search scheme so called generate-and-test which 

derived from a physi cal analogy, instead of a biological one. Theoretically it�s formed 
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on a similarity of annealing techniques employed to reduce the internal stresses in the 

material sample. Annealing mechanism achieved by first increasing material 

temperature to raise the size of its crystals and release the stresses, and then the 

temperature slowly decreased with control to allow the stresses to become stable 

throughout the material.  

Boltzmann selection schemes have many commonalities to the temperature 

control of simulated annealing, in which the selection pressure can be managed 

analogously to temperature. This gives the advantage instead of using constant selection 

pressure, it can be controlled. In the initial set of generations, the selection pressure can 

be slowly decreased (like SA temperature), which will initiate a more explorative mode. 

Then, after a while of the process and a better area of the search space have been 

allocated, the selection pressure may be increased towards highly-fit individuals which 

is similar to temperature dropping in Simulated Annealing in order to reach zero degree 

for more rapidly towards the optimum. For more details about Boltzmann selection see 

good text of Mahfoud & Goldberg [160] and de la Maza & Tidor [56]. 

 

A.4 Mutation Operator 

H ess er and Mä nn er [119] deri ved theor etically opti mal sched ules for 

det ermini stically changing Pm fo r the cou nting-on es f unc tio n. They suggest 

 

 

Where  and  are constant, and  (time) is the generation number. In contrast 

of that,  another research of Bäck [15] illustrated an optimal mutation rate decrease 

method of Pm in opposed to a func tion of tim e as a func tion of dis tan ce, like: 

 

 

 

While the fu nc tion to co ntr ol de cre ase schedule of Pm illustrated by Bäck and 

Schütz [23] used time (t) instead of distance which constrained Pm(t) so that the initial 
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mutation rate value  and for later stages  where T is the maximum 

evaluation number, which can be clearly noticed from following formula: 

 

 

Janikow and Michalewicz [130] through their experimental study tested a non-

uniform mutation (NUM) where for a selected individual  of 

current generation (t) and  where  and  are the low er and u pper 

bou nds of  respectively, be the element to be mutated for the next generation (t+1), 

the resulting individual  which can be represented as   

with  , where: 

 

 

 

T he fun ction  ret urns a va lue in th e ra nge [0 , y], s uch th at the prob ability 

o f  be ing close to 0 incr eases as t incr eases (i. e. gener ation num  ber). This 

pro perty cau ses this ope rator to se arch the space uni formly initi ally (wh en is sm all), and 

very lo cally at later stage s. In the exp eriments rep orted in [130], the follow ing func tion 

 was used: 

 

 

 

W here (r) is a ran dom numb er from the ra nge [0, 1], (T) is the m axi mal 

gene ratio n nu mbe r and (b) is a system p aram eter det ermi ning the non-un iformity 

deg ree. 

Michalewicz [167] proposed random (uniform) mutation. In this type of mutation, 

a selected ge ne  is substituted wit h a ra ndo m valu e  betw e en its lo wer and up per 

bo un ds . A sp ecial typ e of unifo rm m utatio n is �bo undar y m utati on� [168] 

in wh ich a ge ne  with equal probability is substituted by either its lo wer b oun d or 
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up pe r b oun d . The boundary m utat ion usefully applied to type of problems in which 

their results on the boundary or very close to the boundary. 

 

 

 

Mäkinen with his co-researcher [161]  first suggested a mutation strategy named 

�Exponential Mutation� to s olv e some m ultidisc ipl inary shape opti miza tion pr oble ms 

using GA in aer ody namics and e lectroma gnetics. Meittinen and his co-researchers [165] 

later used this strategy to s ol ve the larg e se t of co nstrai ned opt imi zation pr obl em. While 

on 2007, Deep and Thakur through their work used this mutation and named it 

M äk inen, Pe ria ux and To ivan en Mutat ion (M P T M). In this m uta ti on if the element vk of 

a selected individual for the current generation with

 the resulting individual for the next generation will be a vector 

 with  and  where: 

 

 

 

Where    and r be a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1. 

 

Mun te anu and La zare sc u [179] suggested P C A-mutation. Th is m utatio n strategy 

is based on pr in cipal com po nent an al ys is (P C A) which is familiar statistical technique 

that has been widely used in compression and data analysis. P C A-muta tion is o bser ved 

to achieve a h ig her le v el of population di ver sity than classical ones like un ifor m 

mu ta tion and no n-uni form mu tati on on IIR Fi lter design pro ble m by D ec zky Method 

[185] that requires a global search strategy.  

Deb and Agrawal [58] introduced polynomial mutation (PM) operator which is 

o ne of the m ost wi dely us ed muta tion ope rator tha t su cces sfully a ppli ed in sol ving 

sin gle and mu  lti-objectiv e opti mization prob lems [57]. Polynomial mutation is based on 
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polynomial probability distribution instead of normal distribution to produce new 

offspring closer to their parents and therefore enhance the real-coded genetic algorithm. 

In polynomial mutation if the element  from individual  has 

been selected from current population to be mutated using PM introduces the element 

 of the individual for the population of the next 

generation where:  

 

 

 

the parameter  can be obtained by the polynomial probability distribution: 

 

 

 

where   is the polynomial distribution index (non-negative real n um ber), and is a 

rand om nu mb er in . 

 

 

 

However, the shape of probability distribution is controlled by the parameter 

and distribution is not dynamically changed with generations. 

Wavelet mutation was first introduced by Ling and Leung [150] wh ich is mainly 

base d on wa velet th eory. W avele t mu tat ion (WV) uses Mo r let wav elet as the mo ther 

w avelet [51]. The following equation can be used as an example of mother wavelet, and 

figure2.4-1 shows the Morlet wavelet:  
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Figure  A-1 : Morlet Wavelet 

 

The wavelet mutation operation shows a fine-tuning ability therefore the GA 

performance used WM is illustrated be tter than s ome other real cod ed GAs perform ance 

on a grou p of benchm ark test func tions as well as eco nomic load d ispatch and tuni ng an 

asso ciative-mem ory neur al netw ork. In wavelet mutation, every element of population 

individuals will have a chance to mutate which is controlled by a mutation probability 

 which is defined by the user. For current iterations (t) each element  from 

individual  where , a random number 

will be generated such that if  a mutation operation will take place on that 

as follow: 

 

 

 

As been mentioned before   and  are the low er and  upp er bo un ds of  

res pecti vely and if M orlet wavelet has been selected as the mother wavelet, then: 

 

 

 

the parameter  is a random number in domain [-2.5a, 2.5a], while parameter (a) can be 

calculated using the following equation:  
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where  is the shape parameter of the monotonic increasing function, and  is the 

upper limit of the parameter a,  is the total number of iterations. 

 

A.5 Crossover Operator  

The main idea of crossover is to allow that the genetic strings to be mutual from at 

least two parents in some way to simulate the reproduction action in natural 

populations. The following is the main and common types of crossover operator.  

A.5.1 One-Point Crossover 

Holland [122] was the first one who suggested the standard and original 

formulation of recombination which is so called one-point crossover which was 

previously analysed  by DeJong [52]. The one-point crossover mechanism can be 

described as follow: 

1. Two parents A, B are selected from population. 

2. A random position  is chosen where l is individual's 

length. 

3. The genes string of parent A is copied from location 0 to P to the 

offspring genome. 

4. The offspring genome is completed with the values from genes string of 

parent B from location P+1 to l-1. 

The original form by Holland was to generate two offspring where the rest of 

parent A and B will form the second child so that by reversing the previous scheme. 

Figure 2.4-2 illustrates a default form of one-point crossover. 
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Figure  A-2: One Point Crossover 

 

 

A.5.2 Two-Points Crossover 

There is advantage to have more points of crossover operator which is make the 

problem searching space probably be searched more deeply. As alternative form of one-

point crossover, the two-point crossover schema can be described as follows (see 

figure2.4-3a):  

1. Two parents A, B are selected from population. 

2. Two locations P1 and P2 are chosen randomly from range  

with each number equally likely.  

3. Two new children C1, C2 are formed from exchanging the alleles from 

each parent to another, where child C1 will has alleles from parent A and 

B so that   , while child C2 will be formed 

from parent A and B by taking the rest of alleles so that 

 

In fact, some studies represent the two-point crossover schema in different way 

using ring shape. DeJong [52] first represents each population member is imagined as 

ring rather than linear strings, it is build up by joining the individual's ends together. 

Then, a two cut points P1, P2 will be chosen to make a segment of alleles to be 

exchanged between parents forming two offspring. Figure2.4-3b illustrates this process. 

Here, the two-point crossover can be seen as one-point crossover with one of the cut 

points is considered at the start of the individual string, with the intention that the two-

point crossover can make the same performance of one-point crossover. This way of 

representing the individuals (ring format) in order to apply the two-point crossover may 

produce extra variety of building blocks (segments) since they can be able to "wrap 
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around" at the end of the string. Generally, the two-point crossover is classified better 

than one-point crossover.   

 

 
 

a  b  

Figure  A-3: Two-Point Crossover; a) Normal representing, b) Ring representing 

 

 

A.5.3 Multi-Points Crossover 

The Multi-Point (M-point) Crossover uses (at least) two parents as input 

producing two offspring. This type of crossover used more than two cut points (m-

points) in its schema to generate offspring. The crossover mechanism to produce 

children and after determining the number of cutting points, can be described as follow: 

1. Select the crossover (cutting) points' positions  and 

. 

2. The first child gets the even segments from the first parent, with the odd 

segments from the second parent.  

3. The second child gets the odd segments from the first parent, along with 

the even segments from the second parent. 

 

The m-point crossover can be seen as two-point crossover if number of cutting 

points equal to two i.e. m=2. Such that, the first and third segments from parent A with 

second segment from parent B will used to form child C1, while the first and third 

segments from parent B with second segment from parent A will used to form child C2. 

Figure2.4-3 shows an example for m=4. 
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Figure  A-4: M-Point Crossover, m=4 

 

 

A.5.4 Uniform Crossover: 

A number of empirical studies have projected the advantage of increasing the 

crossover points [228]. The uniform crossover can be understood as a logical extension 

of the multi-point crossover is pointed. The formulation of uniform crossover drastically 

differs to the other types of crossovers schema. Uniform crossover employees a pre-

defined template (crossover mask) to process its form instead of randomly selecting the 

cut points for crossover. The uniform crossover mask (bit-mask) consists of a series of 

zeros and ones with length equal to problem dimension l. However, this bit-mask is 

usually built up through an exact 50/50 probability of choosing each single bit to be 

zero or one. Each allele value in offspring is generated by copying the corresponding 

allele from one or the other parent chosen according to the generated crossover bit-

mask. The crossover formulation to produce new offspring can be described as follow: 

1. Two parents A, B are chosen from population. 

2. For each index of the bit-mask, if the bit value is one then the offspring 

will get allele value from parent A. 

3. If the bit value is zero, allele value will be copied from parent B to the 

offspring.  

 

In fact, it is not so important to generate such a bit-mask in real coding. The 

simple way is to use a `coin flip' at each location can do the job. However, to understand 

and analyse the uniform crossover behaviour in theory, the bit-mask explanation is 
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necessary. Figure2.4-5 illustrates uniform crossover. This type of crossover allows 

using recombination operator with more than two parents. The defined schema is vary 

where a simple method uses bit-mask to state the selection between parent A against B, 

this process is extended to make selection between a group parents. 

 

 

Figure  A-5: Uniform Crossover with bit-mask 

 

A.5.5 Adaptive Crossover: 

A different type of crossover it can be found in literature is Adaptive crossover. 

This crossover in evolutionary algorithm used, as it runs, to enhance process 

performance by making a decision which form of crossover operator or operators will 

be the optimal to be used for current generation. This concept can be applied by two 

different ways, either locally or globally regarding to level of applying crossover 

operator.  

Locally: adaptive crossover operator can be processed after selecting two parents 

A, B from population then generating one or two children to be added to population for 

next generation. This child is build up by looking at the parents' allele value for each 

locus. If the allele values on both parents are equal to one then uniform crossover is 

used. If they are zero on both side then two-point crossover is chosen to be applied. 

However, in case of each parent has different allele value, a random crossover then will 

be chosen to be applied. 

Globally: adaptive crossover operator can be globally applied by looking at the 

entire population of current generation. That will be done through a statistical 

calculating the average of ones and zeros in all individuals. In case of population 
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members have more zeros then the two-point crossover operator will be used on the 

entire population. While in the contrary, the uniform crossover operator will be used for 

the entire population. 

In fact, all genetic operators including crossover and mutation have the capability 

to control these generated members in global and local manner [228]. 

 

A.5.6 Guided Crossover 

Guided Crossover (GC) [197] is a different form of the normal crossover with 

some advantages. The guided crossover is an enhanced type of operator used in genetic 

algorithms to replace some standard crossover and mutation operation in the direction 

of improving and guiding the convergence headed to the end of optimization. It is 

generally designed to enhance the result's value so that the genetic algorithm has a 

better chance to become closer to the global optima. The guided crossover as originally 

defined by Rasheed [197] can be described as follow: 

 

1. Select two individuals A, B as parents from the population. 

2. The first member A is selected from current population via the normal 

selection schema. 

3. The second member B is selected from current population using the 

following way: for each individual I in the current population rather than A, 

the quantity function Mutual_fitness(A , I) is calculated such that:  

 

 

 

Where B will be considered as follow: 

 

 

4. After selecting two parents, the nominated members A and B may be 

swapped in order to make A with the highest fitness among A and B. 
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5. The guided crossover then will randomly generate the offspring C taken 

from the line joining the two candidates from the small region closest the 

highest fitness parent A such that: 

 

 

 

where L is a uniformly distributed random number taken in the range of 

  and  is a function of the number of elapsed iterations Ie 

and the total allowed number of iterations It such that:  

 

 

 

However, this crossover operator can simply be described as it observes all points 

in searching space that can be generated by joining the randomly selected one parent 

with all others in the current population. for more details about the guided crossover 

operator please see [197] and [136]. 

 

A.5.7 Gene Pool Crossover 

The gene-pool crossover is alternative type of recombination operator was 

examined in EA literature. Mühlenbein and Voigt [178] introduced a new 

recombination operator and named it Gene-Pool crossover (GPC), In this formulation, 

the gene value of the single offspring for a particular location is formed from the allele 

(multinomial) distribution of the whole population at the same location rather than from 

two selected parents. 

In fact, there are some extra studied recombination operators in evolutionary 

algorithm literature can be found such that " Ordered Crossover (OC) [93], Partially-

Mapped Crossover (PMC) [263], Uniform Partially-Mapped Crossover (UPMC) [43], 

Cycle Crossover (CC) [183] and Non-Wrapping Ordered Crossover (NWOX) [92].  
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A.5.8 Fuzzy connective-based crossover operators 

This crossover allows establishing different exploration and exploitation degrees 

and Offspring Selecting Method (OSM) inducing different diversity levels in the 

population. In order to do so, it needs to develop the following steps.  

1. Define genes combination functions.   

2. Use these functions to define crossover operators between two 

chromosomes.  

3. Apply the crossover operators to the individuals in the population, 

establishing the number and type of operators along with the selection 

mechanism to be used.  

 

Genes Combination Functions:  

Consider ci
1
, ci

2
 Î  [ai, bi] two genes to be combined and �i = min{ ci

1
, ci

2
 } and 

 i=max{ ci
1
, ci

2
 }. The action interval [ai, bi] of these genes can be divided into 

three intervals [ai, �i], [�i, !i] and [!i, bi]. These intervals bound three regions to 

which the resultant genes of some combination of the former may belong. 

Moreover, considering a region [�'i, !'i] where �'i  " �i  and  !'i # !i would seem 

reasonable. Figure  A-6 illustrates it graphically as follow: 

 

 

Figure  A-6: Action interval for a gene 

 

 

The intervals described above could be classified as exploration or 

exploitation zones. The interval with both genes being the extreme is an exploitation 

zone, the two intervals that remain on both sides are exploration zones and the 

region with extremes �'i and !'i could be considered as a relaxed exploitation zone. 

The following table shows these considerations which are related to Figure  A-6.  
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Table  A-1: Interval Properties 

Interval Property 

[ai, �i] exploration 

[�i, !i] exploitation 

[!i, bi] exploration 

[�'i, !'i] relaxed exploitation 

 

With regards to these intervals, it proposes four functions: F, S, M and L defined 

from [a, b] × [a, b] in [a, b], a, b ÎR, and which fulfil the following properties: 

 

{c, c'}  , c')   then  F(c  [a, b]    c, c'  . min1P £Î"  

{c, c'} , c')   then  S(c  [a, b]    c, c' . max2P ³Î"  

{c, c'}      M(c, c'){c, c'}  then    [a, b]    c, c'  . maxmin3P ££Î"  

)   S(c, c'    L(c, c')c, c')   then   F(  [a, b]    c, c'  . ££Î"4P  

P5. F, S, M, and L are monotone and non-decreasing. 

 

Each one of these functions allows combining two genes giving results 

belonging to each one of the aforementioned intervals. This is shown in the 

following Figure. Where �'i = F(�i, !i)  and  !'i = S(�i, !i) 

 

 

Figure  A-7: Genes generated using F, S, M and L 

 

These functions will have different exploration or exploitation properties 

depending on their range. Although the only zone that seems natural to be considered 

for obtaining offspring is the exploitation zone, the other two zones may be shown to be 
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appropriate for introducing diversity in the population. The four functions presented 

allow all these zones to be covered. 

 

F, S, M and L Functions Using Fuzzy Connectives 

Using t-norms, t-conorms, averaging functions and generalized compensation 

operators; by associating a t-norm to F, a t-conorm to S, an averaging operator to M 

and a generalized compensation operator to L. In order to do so, it needs to 

transform the genes, that will be combined, wherefrom the interval [a, b] into [0, 1] 

and later, the results into [a, b]. Complying with a set of fuzzy connectives, {T, G, 

P, Q} set of functions {F, S, M, L}, associated with it, is built as described below:  

If c, c' Î [a, b] then  

 

 s') (b-a).T(s, aF(c, c') +=  (1) 

 s') (b-a).G(s, aS(c, c') +=  (2) 

 s')(b-a).P(s, aM(c, c') +=  (3) 

 s')(b-a).Q(s, aL(c, c') +=  (4) 

b-a

c'-a
     s'     

ab

ac
     s =
-

-
= andWhere  (5) 

 

These operators have the properties of being continuous and non-decreasing, and 

satisfy the respective properties (P1 to P5). Table  A-2 details families of fuzzy 

connectives as follow: 

 

Table  A-2: Families of Fuzzy Connectives 

Family t-norms t-conorms Avg. functions 
Gen.  

compensation 
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 FCB-crossovers: F-crossover, S-crossover, M-crossover and L-crossover: 

Let us assume that M, L}   {F,  S, Q  Î ,  ) c, ... (c C n

11

11  ,=  and 

 ) c, ... (c C n

22

12  ,=  are two chromosomes that have been selected to apply the FCB 

crossover operator to them. We can generate the chromosome  ) h, ... (hH n ,1=

as: 

 

This operator applies the same F, S, M or L function for all the genes in the 

chromosomes to crossover. For this reason, they will be called F-crossover, S-

crossover, M-crossover and L-crossover when the F, S, M and L functions are 

applied respectively. It should be emphasized how these crossover operators have 

different properties: the F-crossover and S-crossover operators show exploration, 

the M-crossover operators show exploitation and the L-crossover operator shows 

relaxed exploitation.  

Using the families of fuzzy connectives in the Table  A-3 we can build four 

families of crossover operators. Each one of them shall be called the same as the 

related fuzzy connective family: 

 

Table  A-3: Set of crossover operators 

Interval Property 

1111 , L, M,  SF  Logical 

2222 , L, M,  SF  Hamacher 

3333 , L, M,  SF  Algebraic 

4444 , L, M,  SF  Einstein 

, ...., n  icc Q h iii 1        ),,( 21
==                                        (6) 
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In fact, the implementation of genetic algorithm more optimum crossovers can 

be found such as leading crossover [249], order crossover [158], annular crossover 

[186], DPS [240]and DSO crossover [72]. 

 

 

A.6 Crossover vs. Mutation 

In 1990, Fogel and his college Atmar [76] studied EA and used it in solving 

problems of linear equations. They reached a thought that crossover operator can be 

considered as a small value in importance, while mutation operator alone has a big 

chance in finding good solutions. Latter in 1993, Eshelman and Schafer [71] by the use 

of sc hema proce ssing m ethods disagreed this idea, that crossover has a possibility to be 

valuable and effective to solve some problems. 

 

A.6.1 Mutation Only EAs Challenge 

The following discussion will underline some researches on fitness functions 

which can be recognised hard to optimize with mutation only, while by adding 

crossover operator will increase the optimization performance towards finding 

solutions. The first problem Royal Road (RR) were projected by Mitchell et al. [170], a 

well-studied problem as set of fitness functions. This set was designed to express that 

the crossover scheme is very critical in genetic algorithms GA to find optimized 

solution. Latter in 1994, Jones [137] proposed a full definition of the Royal Roads 

problem with its elements. 

Mitchell with his co-researchers mentioned that for a typical GA without taking 

hitchhiking effects, the optimization complexity time is expected as . 

Forrest and Mitchell [79, 80], throughout their experimental studies show, somewhat 

surprisingly, that some random mutation only hill-climber algorithms performance are 

overcome other GAs with crossover. This result encouraged them to propose an op en 

probl em in [171]; "Finding a set of function optimization and verify that the genetic 

algorithms GAs are initially outperform the evolutionary algorithms EAs without using 

crossover operator". 

Prügel-Bennett [195] tied to a good answer to this theory by proposing a fitness 

gradi ent w ith a ser ies of b arriers. His study showed with asymp totic appro ximations and 
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experim ents that a hill-climber performance is a slightly better by using GAs with no 

applying of crossover, while it much better when using full GA with crossover operator. 

The exp ected optimization time found by Jansen and Wegener [134] of the well-studied 

problem (1+1) EA on the clas sic R oyal Ro ad fun ction is  where n 

is the individual size and k is the sub elements string size, with mutation rate equal to 

1/n. 

Deb and Goldberg research [59] proposed the concat enated tr ap functions. This 

type of fitness function formed from a series of minor fully deceptive functions. The 

proposed fitness functions make all members in the search space, excluding the optima 

ones, showing local guidance to make process follows a wrong direction in search space 

towards the optimal solutions. The authors used a function build up from a number of 

connected non-overlapping deceptive functions.  

However, in reasonable time GAs with mutation only ware unable to find 

optimized solution of the compound functions, while using the crossover operator 

allows generating sequences with short-order forming high fitness individuals and used 

these sequences combined to successfully lead process to find optimize solution of the 

function. This building block scheme [59] is historically fundamental of claiming 

crossover with highly performances on some fitness functions. Note in case of the trap 

size is fixed or equal to where then it has been reached a suggestion that 

the mentioned conclusions are inapplicable. 

Although the Royal Road and the concatenated trap functions were both proposed 

to show and prove the crossover operator is necessary for GAs, the successive proof of 

theory has failed for the Royal Road functions resulted in experiments used to explain 

that the RR problems were separ able and non-dec eptive. These particular issues 

endorsed the use of EAs with non-crossover and RMHCs to locate optimized solution of 

RR. Focusing on this concern, Watson and Pollack [250, 251] generated a fitness 

function with hierarchical scheme and named it HIFF (hiera rchical if an d on ly if). The 

authors build this function in way making all sub-blocks are interrelated, non-separable 

and being deceptive to the mutation process. EAs with mutation only most likely need 

exponential time to find an optimized solution for HIFF. Later Dietzfelbinger et al. [61] 

asymp totically an alyzed a recomb inative hill-clim ber on the HIFF func tion and 

demonstrated an expe cted compl exity time is . 
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Jansen and Wegener study [133] proposed JU MPm,n a fitness function utilizing a 

mutation with special structure. The main attribute is to make the fitness canyon sorting 

out the global optimal solutions from the fake optimal ones using m-bit gap of low 

fitn ess (m < n). The steady state GA (employing unifo rm cro ssover) complexity time to 

locate optimized solution of JUMPm,n fitness function is expected as . 

However, to achieve a good optimization, a hill-climber steady state GA which allows 

no fitness decreases, such that (µ+1)-EA, is required to apply at same time m bits 

mutilation to pass the ca nyon. The expected complexity time to for such process to find 

optimized solution is estimated as , which lead to a clear difference in the time of 

optimization. 

In [134] Jansen and Wegener in their study proposed that the (1+1)-EA which is 

well known evolutionary algorithm, can successfully optimize the classic Royal Road 

problem with expected optimization time , where n represents the 

string size, k represents the sub-elements string size with mutation rate equal to 1/n. 

This contra sts with the or der n/k sp eed up of the optimized GA's expected time 

of . As been previously mentioned, experimental results also showed 

that different random mutation hill climber algorithms (RMHCs) along with the (1+1) 

EA, can perform better than the normal genetic algorithms GAs. 

Furthermore, in [134] Jansen and Wegener proposed the Real Royal Road (RRR) 

fitness functions by utilizing two types of crossover operator which are one-point 

crossover as well as uniform crossover. In the work of RRR, two methods were 

analysed the steady state GA along with equivalent mutation only EA, in intention to 

find accurate bounds of expected complexity time. The authors' results showed that the 

steady state GA successfully optimized the Real Royal Road functions in polynomial 

complexity time, whereas the mutation only EAs take to find optimum solution 

exponential expected time. Their work employed a various population size Sn which 

gives a chance to be different at a rate rather than the constant individual length n. 

Other researchers latter, Storch and Wegener [233], stated a new form of  Real 

Royal Roads fitness function using both one-point and uniform crossover but for fixed 

population size. The population has been used of size two that in order to allow a 

crossover operator performs better with small population. They reach a result that 

expected complexity time to optimize of the steady state (2 + 1) GA was polynomial 

time, whereas the (2 + 1) EA expected optimization time was exponential. 
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The Real Royal Road functions which are formed from a set of artificial functions 

are fall in a valid critique as they were constructed to work on a narrow challenge. More 

researches have been made on other natural fitness funct ions. Fischer and Wegener [73] 

stated that an advanced GA can perform much better for one-point and uniform 

crossover than the EA. However, the experimental results are mi xed fo r a stand ard GA. 

If  is carefully chosen, the ( ) EA can perform better than the typical GAs. In 

[234], Sudholt practical results on the Ising problem shows for GA the expected 

complexity time was polynomial while it expected exponential time for the EA. 

Horn et al. [125] suggested a Hamming Path with one-bit mutation operator, 

which latter named as the Long Path. Horn et al. [125] and latter Rudolph [208] 

experimental results showed that the expected time to optimize the well known hill-

climbing genetic algorithms which searching a one-bit neighbourhood using the long 

path of length n is exponential. Afterwards, Rudolph confirmed that the expected 

waiting time of (1 + 1) EA which changes multiple bits values in one search step to 

optimize long paths is  time. In [85] Garnier and Kallel statistical study showed 

that the first hitting of Rudolph's method expected times are differ in the long path of 

size k. The expected waiting time of simple non-crossover (1 + 1) EA for any chosen k 

that is various relative to the size of bit string n is exponential. 

In [206], Rosenblueth with his co-researcher Stephens have explained an analysis 

scheme to help in justifying the effectiveness of recombination operator for a certain 

fitness function. This scheme mainly depends on two types of methods the Walsh b asis 

[248] me thods and the build ing blo ck bas is (BBB) methods of Stephen [231, 232]. The 

authors in [206] have tested a pair of functions, the first one is coun ting-on es (CO) wit h 

no epist asis while the second one is the need le-in-a-ha ystack (N EE DL E) w ith maxi mal 

epist asis. Their work explained that the crossover operator can help to optimize the CO 

function, while it was not for the NEEDLE function. In fact, any comparison work in 

terms of genotype distribution will reach the result that it very difficult to notice benefit 

or harm of the crossover operator. However, the distinction illuminates clearly when 

using the methodology of build ing blo ck bas is or the Walsh one. Latter, Burjorjee [33] 

proposed a new type of problems (the biological kind!) which can be significant to 

computational genetics. He explained the genetic algorithm efficiency on these 

problems and demonstrated an alt ernative vie w of descr ibing the GAs performance and 

efficiency on them. 
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A.6.2 Crossover Only EAs Challenge 

The problems which are hard to be optimized using crossover operator may be 

optimized with mutation only algorithms. However they are not widely common in 

literature of evolutionary and genetic algorithms, they are not totally new. In [193] the 

authors designed a new fitness function called OneMix (see figure 2.5-1) and they 

experimentally proved that it is decep tive to cro ssover operator. The function landscape 

has a very special saw-tooth pattern accompanied with a distinctive level of frequency 

oscillation in its shape making it alternately moves from high to low fitness, on the 

contrary, on first si de of the unit ation landscape to reach the global opti mum. While the 

second side of the searching space involves a smooth hill climbing towards a local 

optim um. The saw-tooth side is similar to a long 2 path function and needs two-bits 

mutation flipping to switch to the low fitness side on the landscape. Following is the 

formal definition of OneMix function:  

 

 

 

Poli et al. in [193] proposed a new GAs theory, the low-pass filter, and discussed 

that the crossover only has no chance to distinguish the fitness changing with high 

frequency. Consequently they defined that the crossover operator over a large number 

of populations works like a low-pass filter. The low-pass filter has the capability to 

distinguish the diversities between low fitness area and high fitness one of the Poli et al. 

pattern, therefore GA deception through distinguishing a slope with a extra lower 

gradient than the gradient formed just from the high-fitness long 2 path. 

The authors studied the infi nite populat ion mo del function and evaluate this 

model through run-time tests. The results showed that the effects of low-pass filter for 

all genetic operators are also existed with crossover dominating of most effects. In fact, 

Poli with his co-researchers in [193]  did no attempt to use any run-time analysis 

methods to show any clear boundaries between the GA and EA on the OneMix fitness 

function. 

The author in [203] state that the OneMix results detailed in Poli et al. [193] have 

a great chance to be truly proven by means of run-time analysis method. Moreover he 

considers that the fitness space of the saw-tooth pattern will not successfully deceives a 
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GA with small population size, for instance the (2+1) GA. Additionally he clarifies  that 

depending Poli et al. believes that if a trivial diversity methods were added with 

guaranteeing that all population's members in the fitness landscape have a good distance 

between each other, then a small population GA will optimize the OneMix fitness 

function in polynomial expected time wi th an expon entially lo w fai lure ra te. 

 

 

Figure  A-8: Poli et al. OneMix fitness function with low pass filter, l=100, a=0.6 

 

 

A.7 Operators & Attributes Control 

A main key issue for researchers is how to tune and control a range of EA's 

parameters and operators. Some basic ways suggest to previously setting all parameters, 

while the majority of researchers prefer to carry out a set of runs to statically attempt to 

setup good settings of the tuned parameters. A modern way more willingly than those 

have projected and employed adaptive scheme or parameter-less EAs. 

A simple and common example of using such a mechanism is mutation 

adaptation. A basic technique is to adjust the mutation rate regarding to a dete rmin istic 

schedule. A further group of techniques applying adaptation on more than one 

parameter a time such the process mutation, population size, and crossover rates by 

mining algorithm progress or heuristic of quality. The studies are widely existed and a 

reasonable set of schemes are assessed [65, 66, 226]. However, some practitioners 
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employing a different technique using a fuzzy logic rule systems, this technique is also 

reviewed via Richter and Peak study in [204]. 

One more common studied method in literature is diversity control of the 

population size. These schemes maintained through two attributes, explicit and implicit. 

These methods try to utilize reproduction wisdom along with genetic knowledge on the 

meaning of healthy populations with importance of genetic diversity. The Implicit 

methods covering some schemes like incest prohibition [45] and some other prohibited 

mating techniques. 

A further formulation in literature is to employ sub-populations to mate evolution 

process within an isolated population with controlled migration scheme of population 

members. This will work towards making population diversity included through 

delaying any probable population dominance via a set of good individuals and allow 

using a semi-independent evolution direction. The cellular genetic algorithms by 

Whitley [257] can be projected as a typical example of combining a restrictive mating 

method together with sub-populations. In such case, all members are distributed on a 

wide net of virtual points isolated from the search space. These members will only be 

able to mate among neighbo ur ing so luti ons. This process will replace one parent in the 

net by new offspring solutions. Once more, desired target is to retard the highly fitted 

members spreading and as a result implicitly guaranteeing diversity. 

The diversity manipulating schemes aims straight to manage population diversity 

in active way. Basic mechanisms contain phenotype and genotype duplicate in hibiti on. 

Genot ype dupl icate inh ibition is applying a rule on population preventing it from 

holding any multiple copy of any individual. This restriction is very close to some kinds 

of bit-string of the genomes similarity behaviour. From other side, the phenotype 

behaviour is very similar to restriction used through a similarity metric across the fitness 

function value or any other solution member. 

However, fitness sharing and deterministic crowding [159] can be consider more 

complex than diversity manipulating scheme. The author stated that, a genotype 

similarity measuring function is utilized to assign the reproductive fitness of new 

individuals by reducing individual fitness according to similarity assessment with other 

members. The philosophy behind this scheme is to reduce the chance of individuals 

being recognised genetically similar of being selected for reproduction, whilst increase 

it for distinct member of similar fitness. The deterministic crowding scheme as 

described in [159] suggested a kind of competition (the fitter win) between parents and 
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their offspring. If the offspring if fitter than its parent, it will replaces that parent in next 

population. 

However, the above summarized successful measuring schemes may be poor in 

measuring a-prio ri for a certain fitness land scape. They may be generally distinct in 

such landscapes which manipulating several dispersed sub-optima or others suffering 

from various `barriers and basins' straight the way though out global optima. While 

some are int uitive to a certain extent which make no possibility to firmly say that they 

must be used all the time. Yet, as a matter of course, a various forms of algorithm's 

improvements and developments the researchers should attempt to always work towards 

enhance the quality of solution. From other side, they must be very careful to make a 

big chunk of developing or modifications of any EA key preferences, where the 

changing of problem nature being solved may conquer the assumptions applied by the 

improvements and optional operators. 

 

In fact, several studies have b een done tryi ng to fin d appr opria te selection o f EA 

op era tors and thei r associated par amet ers wh ich w ill pro ces s across a variety type of 

problems. DeJong [52] introduce the early key study which characterized a collection of 

te st fun ction s and pr oje cte d a group of pa ramet ers which it was wished in order to work 

well over a wid e ran ge of pr oblem ty pes. Though, further researches like Grefenstette 

[102] used a �meta-ga� in trying to identify a typical values or using comprehensive 

testing such as Schaffer et al. [212] found  dissimilar conclusions. Meanwhile, the 

theoretical analysis of Goldberg [94] work on finding the op tima l po pulati on size s 

establ ishe d to for mal ise the clear p oin t of conclusion that the value of po pu latio n sizes 

could be dependably determined  relies on th e siz e of the used se a rch s pa ce. 

However, letter studies introduced a collection of new ope rato rs prop osed, so me 

of them, like U niform Cro ssover by Sys wer da [238], used the Schema Theory 

revaluation and l ed to the concentrating on tw o considerable co nce pts. The first one is 

Crossover Bias introduced by Eshelman [70], which illustrates the variety ways in that 

the p. d. f. can arise from different crossover operators upholding hyper planes of h igh-

level of estim at ed fi tness throughout reco mbina tion processes, as a determination of 

their order and length. T his reflects the performance and usability of the p .d. f. on the 

landscape caused by the recombination operator which�s generated by the problem 

encoding. DeJong and Spears [54, 55, 230] researches help to approve these findings by 
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using extra proper analysis on the rela tive pro perties of different re combina tion 

m ech ani sms. 

The sec ond con cept, the Safe ty Ra tios (ratio of pro babil ity), was introduced by 

Schaffer and Eshelman [211] in which that the use of reproductive operators produce a 

new point that would be healthier than its parent(s) to the probability that it is worse. 

Practically, the Safety Ra tios were sh own to be changed for the dif ferent repr oduct ive 

oper ators, and changed over time as well. Once more these can demonstrate harmonise 

be tween the p. d. f.s caused b y reproductive ope rator s on the cu rre nt pop ulati on to the 

searching landscape�s f itne ss outlines. 

This can be illustrated by employing a simple case like the OneMax function as a 

thought experiment: 

 

 

In the first initial step and after population has randomly generated, a proportion 

of fifty percent of the genes will be with the non-optimal fitness value, and so on almost 

fifty percent of all mutations will be doing well. Though, during the algorithm search 

progresses, the population fitness average becomes better and the amount of genes with 

the optimal fitness value will be increased, and that will make the chance of a randomly 

distributed mutation be beneficially decreased. Bäck work [16, 17] validated this issue, 

in where for a mutation probability Pm, a correct form of the Safety Ratio was 

produced. Unfortunately, this issue could not be solved analytically, but it was 

optimised numerically and noticed to be fitted by a curve of the following form:  

 

 

 

This can be obviously seen as a time-dependant process with the existence of any 

fitness dependent selection pressure.  

In interest to combine interactions between other Evolutionary Algorithm 

societies that were previously working on adaptive operators, such as Evolutionary 

Strategies of Rechenberg (1+1) [198], and Schwefel  [216, 217], gave a better 
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awareness in the opportunity of developing algorithms which can make one or more of 

their parameters or operators be able to adapt in o rder to equa te the p .d. f. ca use d by the 

alg orith m to the searching lan dsc ape.  

In order to formalise what was mentioned above, this describes the possibility of 

allowing time variation of the GA functions: M, R and U, the parameter set d, and the 

variables m, and l. It is very necessary in this case to use a function or updating form to 

state the rule of transformation where X is the algorithm�s main aspect 

that being adapted.  

Once algorithm prepared to be adaptive, it will face an increased range of jobs, in 

which include searching the problem space as well as the sp ace of a ll available va ria nts 

of the essential algorithm. In account of the range of the possible changes and the 

learning algorithm nature, this searching job may be restricted, as it may takes variant 

forms. It ma y differ fro m the si mple time dep endant de crease in the va lue of a single 

par amet er a ccor ding to so me fix ed rul e (e.g Fogarty [75]) to a c ompl ex path wh ich 

pote ntially occ upies an y pos ition in the hy per space defi ned by va riat ions in R, M and 

, and w hich is wh olly gover ned by se lf-a daptation and the upd ating pr ocess (e.g. Smi th 

and Fo garty [225]) . 

In case of knowing the accurate nature of the searching landscape, it can be 

probable to track the optimal route throu gh alg orit hmic pro ce ss for a gi ven prob lem. 

Unfo rtunately t his may n ot normally to be t he accurate situation, since practically it is 

essential to supply form of learning technique to steer the algorithm trajectory. Certainly 

it will not be a trouble free, even it aimed to be though, but the search process becomes 

more powerful than another process maintaining a certain group of operators and 

parameters. 

Wolpert and Macready [258] stated that almost of all problem types, the entire 

non-revisiting algorithms will show identical effort. Regarding for certain set of 

parameter & operator, there can be some proble ms for whi ch they ar e optim al, but of 

co urse there must be oth er typ es of pro ble ms for wh ich the perf orma nce is so w eak. The 

purpose of the exploiting of ad aptiv e ope rat ors and pa rame ters wi th in genetic 

algorithms is to develop a range of algorithms which demonstrate high performance so 

that they will be trustable to be used as optimisers on other problems. 

 

A.8 Metaheuristic Algorithms & EAs 
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A metaheuristic can be defined as a group of concepts designed to allow utilizing 

a set of heuristic methods to tackle a large set of complex problems. This is part icul arly 

applied for the several real-world problems that are naturally combin atorial where other 

optimization schemes show a failure to be either efficient or effective. In other words, 

metaheuristic algorithms have come to be classified as a general optimization scheme to 

be used on different types of deterministic combinatorial problems for optimization, 

taking into account the few amendments and adaptations to be applicable for a different 

class of problems [11, 81, 182]. The metaheuristic algorithms are mainly applicable to 

locate good heuristic solutions for difficult optimization problems which holding 

several local optima and weak inherent structure to direct the search process. The 

scheme approach to find good solution of such problems is done by initially obtaining 

one solution or a group of solutions, and subsequently working towards enhancing the 

search lighted by certain principle or a set of principles. 

The evolutionary algorithms EAs and genetic algorithms GAs can be classified as 

certain type of metaheuristic optimization algorithms. The metaheuristic algorithms 

family contains type of algorithms such that, Simulated Annealing SA, Ant Colony 

algorithms ACA, Metropolis-Hastings algorithm MHA, differential evolution DE, Tabu 

Search TS and other invented algorithms. An excellent introduction and general 

reference provided by Glover and Kochenberger [89] and Luke [155] to many of the 

most popular metaheuristic algorithms. 

 

A.9 Simulated Annealing and Metropolis Algorithms 

In [64] Droste et al. demonstrated that the algorithm (1 + 1) EA has the capability 

be amended to look like Metropolis algorithms and showed deferent conve rgence a nd 

comp lexity res ults. Following is the (1 + 1) EA combined with selection scheme 

derived from Metropolis algorithm. The selection scheme is represented by the 

function . In case function  is chosen to be constant, the (1 + 

1) EA algorithm becomes exactly same to the Metropolis one. However, once this 

function selected to be non-constant then the (1 + 1) EA algorithm becomes identical to 

the Simulated Annealing one. No te th at the (1 + 1) EA utilizes a Hamming distance in 

its mutation operator which flips only one bit. The algorithm:  

 

1. Assign  t = 1,  
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2. Select individual unifo rmly at ra ndom. 

3. Generate offspring y by flipping one bit of x randomly. 

4. Use probability  to assign x = y. 

5. Increase t by 1. 

6. Repeat from line 2. 

 

The study and analysis was limited to symm etric fitness func tions and a Mar kov 

cha in with n + 1 status. The symmetric functions which some time named �unitation 

functions� can be defined as a group of functions which deal only with the num ber of 

on es on the individuals� bits string. This representation help in reducing the 

different st ate sp ace o f t he function. In [64], The function Valley is defined as an 

instance of symmetric fitn ess func tion where

the function graph comes as a result of previous algorithm. 

 

  

 

The author in [203] has studied this function and found that the expected time of 

previous algorithm to optimize Valley fitness function for the first time with constant 

 is given by:  

 

 

 

Furthermore, he stated that with probability of with selection 

schedule the expected number of steps required to make the 

algorithms find the global optimum (maximum) of Valley function for the first time is 

for any polynomial s with  
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Figure  A-9: The [203] Valley fitness function 

 

 

Droste with his co-researchers [64] continued in presenting another copy of the (1 

+ 1) EA algorithm. In this instance they used a cyclic mutation rate scheme then they 

success to verify that the algorithm can be able to search and locate the optimized 

solution for a particular function�s type in expected polynomial complexity time. In 

addition, they managed to demonstrate that the evolutionary algorithm with standard 

version may take highly polynomial time to find global optimum, and they illustrated in 

general the best wo rst-ca se behaviour for selected problems. Following is (1 + 1) EA 

algorithm using Dynamic-Cyclic Mutation operator. 

 

1. Select individual  uniform ly at rand om. 

2. Set mu tation ra te Pm = 1/n. 

3. Generate offspring y by independently mutate each bit string of x with Pm. 

4. If  assign x = y. 

5. Set Pm = 2 Pm , if Pm > 0.5 assign Pm = 0.5 

6. Repeat from number 3. 

  

In [339] Jansen and Wegener study, demonstrated another vision the (1 + 1) EA 

algorithm with employing a dyn amic mu tation scheme. In order to ease the algorithm 

analysis, the authors introduced a reasonably hard fitness function with jumping fitness 

barrier and utilizing a particular H amm ing pa th in the bin ary sp ace. They proved that 

the expected time to optimize t he stan dard algo rithm wi th an optim al muta tion ra te 

is , while the standard mutation rate of Pm =1/n  expected to be a su per 

poly nomial step. The algorithm with dyn amic mutation ra te requires  time. 

This sudy and its approach toward designing fitness functions encourages for more 
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researches and papers for constructing new functions to examine the changes may occur 

in evolutionary algorithm with crossover only and mutation only. 

A further related work, Jansen and Wegener [131] examined Metropolis (MA)  

and simulated annealing (SA) along with the (1+1) EA algorithm. The authors 

demonstrated that the expected time for SA and MA to optimize a type of fitness 

function that affected with the number of ones in bit string representation is  

steps. In addition, they stated that the SA and EA expected time to optimize fitness 

functions may d iffer expon entially and constructed formulations on the cooling methods 

for different time barriers. They gave some example in their paper [131] showing that 

the EA and SA/MA performance is vary regarding to the outcome of the constraint that 

allowing to flip one bit only of string for any generation. In case the fitness function 

deals with more than one bit string will make the SA/MA algorithms expect an 

aggravation status towards making prog ress traverse the bar rier. However, EA has 

ability to flip more than one bit a time and consequently traverse the barr ier earlier. 

In [132] Jansen and Wegener they treat the question of fitness highlands, they 

noted that the classic version of (1+1)EA algorithm will only deal with offspring of 

fitness value are better than or, in the worst case, equal to their parents. W hat o f the 

slight changes requ iring a st rict fit ness super iority? This will easily show that it may 

cause a fitness functi ons pro blem which named fit ness plate aus. The se ar e Ham ming 

neighb our region th at at certin fitness va lues the algori thm be required to navigate to 

locate a new area with better fitness value. The authors considered the different 

direction and tack and characterized a new type of fitness functions and named SPTn. in 

this family of fitness function, the EA with its classic version expected an exponential 

time to find the global optimum, but with algorithm does not allowing neu tral mo ves 

can be optimized in expected  time. Once more, these fitness functions 

include path to control and guide the algorithms and involve traps which make the 

classic version fall in. The reached result was developed to deal with more than one path 

and trap among the sam e differe ntiation hold ing. 

Wegener and Witt [253] and through using of quadratic pseudo-boolean 

functions, they demonstrated a new analysis of the (1+1)EA with m ultista rt varia nts. 

These functions are polynomials of degree 2, which can be defined as a type of fitness 

functions which include N P - ha rd probl ems. A multistart variant is a scheme can be 

defined as populations of isol ated members where every single member generates 

offspring can be only replaced with this offspring. The authors in [253] presented some 
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instances of this functions which give a good overview of fail ure and suc cess of the tw o 

algor ithms. A sub clas s of quadratic functions which only using positive operators, the 

(1+1) EA can find the global optimum of them in expe cted polyn omial  tim e, 

while it will ta kes expected expo nential time to optimize the functions with the negative 

operators. On the other hand, the multi-start variant algorithm was be able to locate the 

global optimum of this subclass with expected time of where

. Another type of fitness function was presented as a part of quadratic group 

was the TRAPn function. The reached result showed that the (1+1)EA and multistart 

variant will require exponential time to optimize TRAPn fitness function or exponential 

restarts to achieve the global optimum. As a final result of the authors stated that the 

(1+1) EA will not require exponential time to successfully optimize if the separable 

quadratic function which can be defined as a function which can be formed as a 

summation of qua dratic func tions on sm aller do mains. The (1+1) EA algorithm requires 

a population with the basic manner which make some researchers consider it belongs to 

h ill-cli mber algor ithms than o f th e G A, No te th at EA not including a population p > 1 

will not be able employ any for m of the cros sover ope rator. 

 

 

  


